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Abstract: There is no death physical body but there is life-death cycle. There is no part of this journey of the tree from its appearance
to its disappearance, that you could call life without as appropriately and truthfully calling it death. Nor is there a part of it that you
could call its beginning or its end. Nor is the fulcrum which the tree used to extend itself into a tree any different from the fulcrum you
use to extend yourself into a man. Nor are you freed from your roots underground because you can walk away from them, for you are as
much bound to them as the tree is.
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1. Introduction
All bodies are the result of desire of Soul in Mind for
expression of one idea of creation through continuous
unfolding and refolding of the idea bodies. Desire of Mind is
eternal – therefore all bodies are eternal in their continuity.
They are not eternally repetitive – for “repetition” is
suggestive of discontinuous intervals between each
repetition. The Soul of the disappeared body still IS – and in
that Soul is the same desire that made the disappeared body
appeared. That desire of the Soul to unfold the form of an
idea will cause it to reappear, again to unfold, forever and
forever as continuity which is forever changing but never
ceases.

2. Continuity of Motion
Continuity is the immeasurable quality of CAUSE that is
simulating through continuous interchange of equal and
opposite EFFECTS.
Each interval of time between the disappearance and
reappearance of any body is not a discontinuance of the
body – it is merely a “blackout” of our senses. When things
disappear from the range of our sense experiencing (seeing,
tasting, smelling, hearing and feeling), they have not ceased
to be. They are not “dead”. And when they reappear within
the range our sense experiencing, they are not reborn to life.
They have but again merely come within the range of our
sense experiencing. Each interval of time between the
disappearance and reappearance of any body is not a
discontinuance of the body – it is merely a “blackout” of our
senses.
These facts are true to Natural Law, and we are not correct
when we use the terms death – birth – disappearance –
repetition – reappearance – or reincarnation. How can we be
correct in the use of such terms when we know that there is a
continuity of such bodies – only their dimension and their
polarity have changed in them!

3. Cause and Effect
CAUSE is the desire-energy within Mind to manifest MindIdea by extending light-waves of thought from centering
fulcrum points.

EFFECT is manifested Mind-Idea expressed by motion of
extended light-waves of Mind-thinking. God - the Creator is CAUSE. The created universe is EFFECT.
The foregoing defines the very simple foundation for higher
knowledge which man needs for the unfolding of his
spiritual nature. Without this higher knowledge needed by
man for the unfolding of his inner vision, he will still remain
barbarian in thought and practice. He can never progress
toward happiness, peace and prosperity while he is
physically dominated and limited to sensed effect, for world
history shows that the increase in material power of
expression, unbalanced by spiritual power, is always
accompanied by a multiplication of crime, wars and
immorality, with increased sex and cultural degeneracy.
Every time a material civilization has prospered by the
vicious methods which have made all past civilizations
prosper, it has fallen low into the dark for long centuries and
has recovered only through the agonies of tears shed for
deep suffering. Our present civilization is in its
eleventh and a-half hour, preceding a similar fall
and for the same reason, as everyone must now come
to know.
The only way that mankind can save this present
degenerating civilization is to throw off all that is
barbarian and ungodly in him through acquiring the
higher knowledge necessary for his inner, spiritual
unfoldment.
The only way that mass-man, who constitutes a civilization,
can acquire that higher knowledge is through mass-teachers,
and there are no such teachers in any of your scientific,
educational or religious institutions. None of them has made
any attempt to fulfill this requirement for bringing God and
man together in close communion and companionship. In
fact, every one of these presumably man-building
organization has done just the opposite, which has retarded
the unfoldment of the spiritual nature of man. This is indeed
unfortunate for some hundreds of thousands of advanced
thinkers have freed themselves from the anchors of
traditional material concepts and are seeking earnestly for
the Light of higher knowledge which will eventually
illumine them into Cosmic Consciousness.
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When I utilize the term "barbarian", I define as:
possessing of characteristics of a cultural level more
complex than primitive savagery but less sophisticated than
advanced civilization--mercilessly harsh and cruel and
without refinement.
When I utilize the term "pagan", I define as: a follower of
a poly (many) theistic religion (as in Ancient Rome); one
who has little or no religion and who delights in sensual
pleasures and material goods; an irreligious or hedonistic
person.
READ THAT "PAGAN" AGAIN. YOU ONES GO
ABOUT CALLING THE NATIVES AS IN "NATIVE
AMERICANS" AND PRIMITIVE TRIBESMEN PAGANS. WHERE DO YOU COME BY SUCH SMUG
CONDESCENDING INFORMATION? THE NATIVE
DOES HONOR UNTO THE DIFFERENT RELATIONS
AND SHOWS HONOR UNTO THE SEASONS, THE
WINDS AND THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIFE--BUT
HAVE YOU NOT HEARD OF, YOU OF IGNORANCE THE GREAT SPIRIT? WELL, THE GREAT SPIRIT - THE
WAKAN TANKA, IS GOD BY ANY LABEL. Moreover,
this ONE God has the same offspring in recognition as do
your traditional Life-streams. It is time you ones learned that
which is your own language - for you speak things that have
no meaning in FACT. The primitive "natural" natives have
less interest in that which is physical and material than any
species on Earth - THEY ARE NOT PAGANS! YOU
HAVE BECOME PAGANS!!!!!
Can you now comprehend how it works with the adversary?
You are told a thing and without question you hop on the
bandwagon of denouncement, etc. You know not anything
of value for you have been told the opposite of Truth for
such a long time that you even reverse the meanings of your
own language words. YOU HAVE BECOME THE
PAGANS - NOT THE NATIVE INDIANS. THEY, IN
FACT, SPEAKING OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN
"INDIANS" WERE ONLY LABELED "INDIANS"
BECAUSE THE EUROPEANS THOUGHT THEY HAD
REACHED THE INDIES. THE NATIVES, IN THEIR
OWN LANGUAGE, CALLED THEMSELVES "THE
PEOPLE" OR "HUMANS". YOU HAD BEST LOOK A
BIT INTO HISTORY AND TRUTH - AND PERHAPS
YOU MAY LEARN SOME SHOCKING FACTS.

cause of undivided light of the sun which has no morning,
noon or night in its eternal unchanging oneness, and
knowing that the divided, ever changing day of earth is but
extended from its undivided cause, I know both life and
death for what they were, and not for what they seemed to
be.
To you, however, who read these immortal words without
that knowing, they are but words until your Soul knows their
meaning in God's plan which simulates eternity by dividing
all idea of His into pairs of opposite expressions which
eternally repeat their opposite expressions to create an
illusion of continual change.
That is what confuses you and all mankind. You see the
continual change in every moment of the day, and every
form in it, and of every event in It. Something is moving and
changing during your whole day and night of life to force
you to think complexly. You cannot evade that confusion
while your senses record naught but changing.
Confusion of the senses disappears through knowing the
changeless Source of all illusion. To the extent that you
KNOW the Source the confusion of senses will disappear.
In order to give you that knowing you must discard age old
concepts which your senses have built up from the confusion
of change and replace them with new concepts formed from
knowing the changeless Source of undivided Oneness from
which the divided universe of many changing, moving forms
extend.
In order to build these new concepts we must become
thoroughly familiar with the way God extends all changing
forms of divided idea from their changeless Source in His
Light. We will do that by the repeated use of diagrams and
word pictures of simple examples of forever changing things
which manifest eternal Life by Life's division into seeming
life and death.
In beginning to explain the principle which lies behind life
and death let me remind you that Creation is the extension of
God's One Whole Idea divided into countless many FORMS
of many ideas imagined by Mind thinking.
The form of any idea is not the idea thus extended. It is but
the material body of the idea.

4. Analysis of Life Death Cycle
When I write these immortal words of our Father-Mother
while in the Light with Him, I am fully aware of their
dynamic meaning and the mechanics of His thinking
processes by means of which He manifested His idea in
formed bodies which come, and go, and come again forever.
I fully know that any idea which comes and goes is ONE in
both its coming and going. In my full knowing I cannot
differentiate one from the other, therefore I cannot
differentiate life from death nor death from life.
To me the morning light of day which walks toward noon is
the same light which walks away from noon to again be the
morning light to walk again toward noon. Knowing the

Idea is undivided and changeless. Idea has no body.
Thinking takes idea apart and gives it thought bodies which
are then manifested in material bodies.
Idea does not come and go. It is but the bodies of ideas
which come and go. It is but the formed bodies of ideas
which appear, disappear and reappear in what we call life,
death and rebirth. These transient bodies simulate idea by
form and motion but transient moving form cannot be the
eternal idea which it manifests in forever repeated cycles.
Remember then, that it is the repeated cycles of manifested
ideas which confuses you into thinking life and death, and
not the idea itself. Idea is eternal and has no cycles. The
BODIES of ideas only are pressed in cycles.
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Cycles come and go - they begin and end, and begin again
where they end - they appear and disappear to reappear - as
bodies of PATTERNED thoughts.
It will clarify this life-death mystery to go through the
process of building bodies from the eternal zero in the Light
of their beginning, through the cycle of their appearance,
and back into their disappearance in their eternal zero of
equilibrium from which they emerged.
We will first build the body of a tree from its beginning as a
part of God's One Whole Idea of Creation.
We plant an acorn seed in the ground. In that seed is a
million years of repeated life-death cycles. In that seed is the
record of every stage of unfolding of that idea from its
beginning as a mold, or fungus, up through the stages of
desire to become what it desired to be which was in that seed
a million years ago.

its life cycle, are as meticulously recorded in its seed as are
the patterns of its wood and foliage. That which appears to
exist in the visible universe really exists in the invisible
universe. The invisible idea is eternal.
The moment the division of the seed takes place the
dimension of its former "incarnations" are already surveyed
by the magnetic Surveyor of Creation and invisibly marked
out for it upon both sides of its equator.
Fig. 40, therefore, represents the dimension of the two-way
dynamic diameter extending at 90 degrees from the static
diameter of earth. The dynamic diameter is the equator
which is being prepared in earth and space which divides,
balances and reverses the halves of the growing body. To
review this idea in your mind turn back to Fig. 4.

Examine it with the finest microscope and you will not see
one trace of the body of an oak, yet out of it comes the full
grown oak of many branches and leaves, no two of them
alike.
That seed is the undivided father-mother idea of the eternal
oak which is about to be divided into pairs of opposite father
and mother conditions which produce bodies by
interchanging their conditions.
All creating bodies begin from a zero point of balance which
become their equators,--extend to allotted measures limited
by desire - and return to the zero of their equators to give
back the bodies they have borrowed from each side of it.
Let me impress upon you the fact that the seed is but the
Soul record of Mind idea. It has no material body but it has a
thought body which is patterned in the image of the thought.
It is the Mind concept of an oak tree not yet conceived as a
body in its mother's womb.
By saying that it is not yet conceived in its mother's womb I
mean that it has not yet begun to be divided from its spiritual
ONENESS of FATHER-MOTHERHOOD into its physical
manifestation of The Divine Trinity as expressed by the
division into father and motherhood.
Fig. 1 represents the beginning of this division by planting
the patterned seed in the womb of mother earth.

Fig. 2 represents the static measure of desire for extension
which is in the seed. The zero of the seed centers the two
equilibrium zeros extended from it. The seed is the still
fulcrum from which the tree will borrow its power to
become a tree, as the lever likewise borrows its power from
its fulcrum.
It must be thoroughly known and comprehended that the
dimensions of the full grown tree, including the duration of

Fig. 5 represents the two extended static diameters which
bound the predestined dimensions of the tree in accord with
the dimensions of desire which have been registered in its
seed. It can go beyond these dimensions if new desire is
added to the seed, such as extra favorable soil, and weather
conditions. This added desire can be given to it by man who
adds his desire for a better tree to that of the desire of the
tree.
In Fig. 5 the division has already taken place and the
newborn tree has extended from its womb in the negative
direction of motherhood toward space while its roots have
extended in the positive direction of gravitation toward
fatherhood.
The important facts for you to take note of at this stage are
these.
1) The division which begins to take place in the seed by
the electric pumping action develops a negative and
positive (polarized) condition above and below the
equator where the division begins.
2) The positive direction of concentration is inward toward
gravity. The roots of the tree follow that direction. The
negative direction of decentration is outward toward
space. The growing tree follows this outward direction.
3) Now carefully note the fact that positive electricity and
negative electricity turn their backs to each other and pull
away from each other as hard as they can to divide a
static condition into a dynamic one. This is a very
important point for you to take note of because science
believes just the opposite of what Nature so obviously
and plainly demonstrates. In fact the Coulomb electric
law states that opposites attract and likes repel. As we
proceed you will see how utterly unlike Nature that law
is.
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Electricity is the divider of one balanced, unchanging
condition of stillness into two unbalanced conditions of ever
changing motion which interchanges constantly to balance
those unbalanced conditions to express LIFE--and to void
them to express DEATH.
Positive electricity and negative electricity are diametrically
opposed to each other. Positive electricity charges by
multiplying motion into higher potential to manifest LIFE,
and negative electricity discharges that potential by dividing
it to manifest DEATH.

The workings of electricity have been grossly
misunderstood, which is very strange, for man has known
how to use it wonderfully, but has practically no knowledge
of what it is or the WHY of it.
It is just as necessary for YOU to fully understand its
workings as for the greatest scientist in the world, because
electricity is the pump which motivates your body - and it is
what you use to think with.
Electricity manifests the basic principle of Creation - the
LOVE principle of equal giving and regiving--which is the
principle of balance upon which your every thought and
action is based.
4) As the tree grows two ways to manifest life it is
gradually approaching the two points marked A in Figs. 5
and 9 where that which we call life ends and death
begins.
Figure 6
This is not the proper place to expand this idea but if you
will look at a bar magnet you will find that it does just what
the seed of the tree does. The electric current which divides
the seed at its equilibrium point to pull one half of the tree
inward to the positive center of the heart and the other half
outward toward the negative area of the skies does exactly
the same thing to a bar magnet.
Fig. 7 represents a bar magnet which is a prototype of all
growing things. It is a division of stillness into polarized
motion. The electric current which polarized the bar magnet
pushed both poles away from each other as far as they would
go. Positive and negative electricity turn their backs upon
each other at their starting point. That is what polarity is--a
division into pairs of opposite directions of motion, which
create opposite conditions--and opposites oppose. If they
attracted each other their opposite poles would be in the
middle of the bar - not at its ends -and straining to go farther.
See Fig. 8.

5) As the tree grows by unfolding outward from its seed it
simultaneously refolds inward toward its seed. The
pattern of every action of the tree is recorded in the
magnetic Light of its seed. Later on you will marvel at
this miracle of God's recording system by means of
which every unfolding idea is carried over from one body
to another for ages. This recording system will be
explained in detail in later lessons.
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6) In the divided universe one half of every creating thing is
on the positive side of its equator and the other half on its
opposite side. Each of these is dependent upon the other.
That part of the tree which is under the ground
interchanges with the part which is above ground. This is
as true of a man, or planet, or industrial plant as it is of a
tree.
7) The underground half is the forming body in the womb
of earth and the upper half is the forming seed pattern
which returns to the womb of earth for reborning.
8) When the full grown tree (or man or planet) has reached
the limits of its generating powers it then begins to
degenerate. To generate means to increase its polarizing
power. To degenerate means a gradual depolarization.

center but unequal in volume, the outer decentrated half
being thousands of times greater in volume than the
concentrated inner half.

Figures 10 and 11 represent this gradual depolarization
which takes place as desire weakens to manifest idea in body
form. Fig. 12 represents the complete refoldment of the idea
of that tree into its seed. Depolarization is complete. That
desire to divide the undivided is now at rest in the patterned
record of its seed, just as it was in Fig. 1.

5. All Bodies are Two
Figure 13

We must revise our concepts concerning bodies. It is
commonly believed by every man that his body is that
organism which is contained within his skin. That is a totally
wrong conception and must be revised.
Your actual body reaches a long way under the earth, and
very high into the heavens above the earth. You are
seemingly separated from that other visible and invisible
part of your body, but actually you are not, for what you
think of as your body could not survive five minutes if
severed from its extensions from earth and space.
You are separated from your extensions by equators only.
Half of what your visible body needs is on the other side of
the equator which divides your electro-positive visible body
from its electro-negative invisible mate. Conversely, half of
what your invisible body needs is within you.
It is absolutely imperative that each half of your body
constantly give to the other half, and it is as certain that each
giving shall be regiven as that night will be followed by day.
What you think of as your body is a patterned extension of
the earth, to which you are inescapably rooted, and it is also
an extension of space surrounding the earth, within which
you are temporarily compressed. It is merely a small nucleus
of a very extended dual body which is hundreds, if not
thousands of times larger than your visible body.
Figure 13 exemplifies the dual electric wave-field which
encloses every body-pair. The low electric potential which
surrounds every visible body is equal to that of its dense

Figure 14
+
COSMIC
Thinking Consciousness Thinking
The Divine Trinity
The eternal spiritual MAN is the Magnetic Light which God
Is. MAN’S KNOWING is centered in the seat of his
Consciousness which is located in the center of his head
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between the right and left lobes of his brain. MAN’S
SENSING and THINKING is an electric interchange in
waves which concentrate and decentrate in varying intensity
in obedience to the sense demands of his body or of the
spiritual desires of his Mind.

[8]

6. Conclusions
If you will now re-read God's words at the beginning of this
chapter, you will understand them better because of these
diagrams explaining the growth and decay of a tree.

[9]

Meditate deeply upon this subject and you will find that
there is no part of this journey of the tree from its
appearance to its disappearance, that you could call life
without as appropriately and truthfully calling it death.
Nor is there a part of it that you could call its beginning or
its end.
Nor is the fulcrum which the tree used to extend itself into a
tree any different from the fulcrum you use to extend
yourself into a man. Nor are you freed from your roots
underground because you can walk away from them, for you
are as much bound to them as the tree is.

[10]
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